2013 Audi RS 6 - DYNAMIC PLUS PACK //
CERAMIC BRAKES // FASH // AUDI EXTENDED
WARRANTY
DYNAMIC PLUS PACK // CERAMIC BRAKES // FASH // AUDI EXTENDED WARRANTY

Price
Year of manufacture

USD 61 823
GBP 47 995 (listed)
2013

Drive
Interior colour

Black

Condition

Used

Mileage

46 859 mi /
75 413 km

Location

Gearbox

Automatic

Fuel type

Number of seats

5

Exterior colour

Number of doors

5

Car type

Performance
Drivetrain

RHD

Petrol
Grey
Station Wagon

553 BHP / 561 PS
/ 413 kW
4wd

Description
FOR SALE; Dynamic Plus Package // Ceramic Brakes // FASH
EQUIPMENT
Suzuka Grey, Dynamic Pack plus w/Ceramics, Sports Exhaust, Matrix LED Headlights, Dynamic Pack,
RS suspension plus and DRC, quattro with sports diff, Speed restriction increase 174mph, Dynamic
steering, Quilted Alcantara Seats, Extended Alcantara Trim, Carbon Mirrors, Audi Exclusive Alcantara
Steering Wheel &amp; Gearknob, MMI Nav, DAB, Bluetooth, Keyless Go, BOSE Stereo, Cruise Control,
Audi Drive Select, Heated Memory Seats, Privacy Glass, Power-operated boot lid, Advanced key with
hands free.
EXTERIOR
Arguably there is no other Estate that matches the visual impact or presence of the demonic C7 RS6
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– a superior all purpose 550hp Monster. Coated in a shade of Suzuka Grey this colour suits the
aggressive lines and almost military road presence of this uber estate.
The optional and arguably prettier pre-facelift Matrix LED headlamps sit outside of huge grilles
dominating the frontal area, with satin black flics inset into the lower mesh diverting air to the
brakes. A considered blend of matte black and carbon detail offers deliberate definition with mirror
caps, sill surrounds and roof rails all set apart. With no heavy panoramic roof the driving dynamic is
noticeably different on this C7 with the mass of weight centred lower in the vehicle.
INTERIOR
The interior space is beyond question when it comes to quality, fit and finish. Diamond quilted
alcantara adorns the enormous comfort seats, an unusual option offering superior levels of both
comfort and grip. Trick white lighting promotes further definition to the cabin space, with extended
alcantara sandwiched by carbon and leather in the door cards. The theme extends to the exclusive
soft touch wheel and gear lever, smooth, clean and free of bobbles.
A vast standard equipment list extends to Nav, Bluetooth and DAB radio with the latest in a long line
of BOSE stereo systems doing it’s very best to drown out that sonorous V8.
ENGINE &amp; TRANSMISSION
Whether it’s School on a Wednesday or Spa on a Weekend – the C7 has it covered. Sensational sound
and pace defy the weight and footprint of the car, absorbing and addictive in equal measure with the
Quattro 4wd generating huge levels of grip allowing you to exploit the twin-turbo charged V8
whether conditions are wet or dry. A bonkers OEM sports exhaust and raised mph limit feature as
part of Dynamic Pack plus.
Audi Drive select allows the attitude of the gearbox and throttle to change significantly, with the
cylinder on demand (COD) system temporarily switching off four cylinders during part-load operation
a deciding factor for efficiency.
WHEELS, TYRES &amp; BRAKES
The 20 inch wheels offer better balance with respect to ride / handling and in this case they are
unmarked shrouded in ContiSport 5p rubber, all with reasonable tread remaining.
The RS brakes offer uncompromising performance; mammoth optional 420mm Carbon Ceramic
‘dinner plates’ are tasked with drawing the 1,950kg to a halt without fuss.
HISTORY FILE
This C7 was sold by Stratford Audi in September of 2013 and has had 2 private owners from new.
Servicing has been carried out by the main dealer, as per the manufacturers schedule, with an
indicated 4200 miles / 210 days until the next oil service on the OBC. The next Inspection is not for
another 12,800 miles.
Both the full book pack and spare keys are present in the history file.
Please visit our website for a full write up and additional photographs.
The car is supplied having had an extensive intake inspection. Warranty, Finance, Part Exchange and
Worldwide shipping are all available on request.
Buy with confidence: we operate from a 10,000sq ft indoor showroom with the support of a fully
functioning 4000sq ft preparation and service centre that includes a professional photo studio that is
used by Top Gear, McLaren and Alpine Stars. We have a passionate team that work incredibly hard to
ensure all our motor cars go through our rigorous and unique sales process so they are presented in
the best possible condition and light, then found homes all over the world.
Keep up to date: Follow us on Facebook, Twitter and instagram. Register on our webpage for the
latest stock updates.
** SIMILAR VEHICLES ALWAYS REQUIRED**
Selling? Our commission sale or SOR (Sale or Return) program is a great way to utilise and access
our services and facilities while still maximising the return from your vehicle with minimal hassle, If
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you’d like to take advantage of this then please get in touch for further information. Alternatively If
you’d like to move your vehicle on quickly and efficiently with minimal delay then we can make an
offer on an outright purchase basis with payment and collection arranged soon after.
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